Editor’s Note
Welcome

The saying goes that we live in interesting times, and I think, since our last issue, we can safely say that is
100% correct! During the course of putting this issues together, the coronavirus has dominated the media
headlines and swept across the world in an unprecedented pandemic. It can seem a really scary and surreal
time and we can be forgiven for not being able to think about much else. Therefore, whilst we may explore
the virus in a future issue, we wanted to use this issue as a way to remind you of the positivity in the world.
We will go to the theatre, go to the football, go to the cinema, in peace again in the future, and there are
articles here to remind you of that, from the 2020 movies to look out for to a consideration of how the
Premier League season may end.
Furthermore, there is a lot to celebrate at Lutterworth College itself, from the achievements of our students,
to the exciting events at the college, to the recognition of the college’s 140th birthday. The college has stood
and thrived through two world wars and massive societal upheaval, and it will continue to do the same after
coronavirus. So, take the weight off, both literally and metaphorically, and settle down with our latest issue –
enjoy!
I would just like to take the opportunity to thank all of the students and staff who make Sapere Aude possible
and invite you to come and join our team which meets on Wednesday lunchtimes at 1:40pm in O1, when
school has reopened. We are always looking for creative and enthusiastic collaborators to add their unique
perspectives to our vision.
Mrs C Bennett - Editor- in Chief
Oliver Woolley and Heather Elliott (Year 12): Sub-editors and contributing writers
Eleanor Pilkington (Year 13): Creative Director
Lucy McDonagh (Year 9): Lead Features writer
Jamie Sanderson (Year 9): Contributing writer
Sophina Corry (Year 12), Jacob Grage and Billy Watson (Year 7): Entertainment
writers
Molly McDermott (Year 9): Contributing writer
Albert Keller (Year 8): Contributing writer
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Many thanks to contributing story writers.
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What’s Going On At LC?

Lutterworth Student Aims for the Skies
with Rolls Royce!
By Billy Watson

George Bettles, a student in Year 13 at Lutterworth College, recently secured
an offer for an amazing apprenticeship with Rolls Royce. This apprenticeship
focuses on the core Rolls Royce business of building aeroplane engines. This is
a great way to further his career in the engineering business, and we chatted to
him to see how you too could follow your career dreams in this way.

How did he apply?
This all started when George applied on the Rolls
Royce website. Rolls Royce was George’s preference
on future apprenticeship chances from the
beginning. He asked what roles they had to offer and
then had to do some pretty gruelling tests. Shortly
after this, he received the exciting email saying that
his tests results were good! Rolls Royce then asked to
review his CV which impressed them. Most nerverackingly, George had to prepare presentations
to show Rolls Royce, just like a real interview. Of
course, the quality of these meant he then got in!

“

Why Rolls Royce?
George happens to also have a friend at Rolls
Royce, which made it an instant go-to, but the real
reason was that he believed that the prestigious
company was the best way to further his career.
The engineering giant Rolls Royce was the perfect
place to start as the company have been the face of
engineering since they invented a motor engine in
1904, when they established themselves as the home
of British luxury cars. However, most crucially for
George, they further built on their reputation when
they developed and manufactured aero-engines for
defence and civil aircraft.

Most nerve-rackingly,
George had to prepare
presentations to show
Rolls Royce, just like a real
interview.

“
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What does he want to do with his career?
George always wanted to go straight to Rolls Royce
not university first, as Rolls Royce pay for additional
university education. George is particularly into
civil engineering which is making engines for big
passenger planes like Boeing 747s, particularly the
jet engine blades, which you can see him holding
in the image. George plans to stay with Rolls
Royce, and benefit from the fact that, as part of
the apprenticeship, you are put into different roles
within the company. George’s idea is to give them all
a try, see which one he thinks is best, then hopefully
pursue that.
We think what George is doing is amazing, and wish
him the best of look for his apprenticeship and his
life to come!

“

George plans to stay with
Rolls Royce, and benefit from
the fact that, as part of the
apprenticeship, you are put
into different roles within the
company.

“
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What’s Going On at LC?
The Reading Rampage!
By Billy Watson

What is it?
The Reading Rampage is a competition for everyone
in Year 7 and 8. This competition involves reading
the top ten shortlisted books and, in addition, at the
end of the rampage, you can vote for the book you
found the best.
Some of you may not think you enjoy reading,
however, what may entice you are the prizes, and this
will open your eyes to the joy of reading. Staff in the
English faculty have been giving Star of the Week to
the students they think have produced the best book
reviews. Moreover, ten lucky pupils will hopefully
get to go and visit the brilliant authors behind these
books as part of a special school trip, in the future.
There is also a bookmark, which you can use to check
your progress through these wonderful books.
Mr Smith also has some words of reassurance for
those of you who are desperate to read but are
struggling to get hold of the Rampage books: ‘Due
to the current lockdown you may be struggling to
access the ten shortlisted books, but don’t worry!
We have created abridged versions of some of the
greatest books every written: Frankenstein, Robinson
Crusoe, A Voyage to the Moon, Wuthering Heights,
The Three Musketeers, Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea plus others. These will be made
available via SMHW for you to read and credits will
be awarded for any students engaging with these
texts. Simply email your teacher once you’ve read
them explaining why you did or did not enjoy these
classics.
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Why should I get involved?
The Reading Rampage (and Mr Smith’s current
initiative) is an extremely good opportunity to meet
brilliant authors, read brilliant books and be rewarded. This is a no-brainer, particularly whilst we are
all stuck in lockdown. To get involved keep an eye
on information from your English teachers or email
them directly, get a bookmark and get reading!

A classical treat:
Oedipus Rex
During the Spring term, Mrs Halfacree and the
Classics Club went to view Oedipus Rex, at the
Warwick Arts Centre. The Classics Club chose this
play because it is an ancient Greek play, written by
Sophocles.

If the weirdness of the Ancient Greeks and Romans
floats your boat, the Classics Club is a fantastic
opportunity to explore an exciting, shocking and
bloodthirsty ancient world. See Mrs Halfacree in
English for details on how to join.

What was it about?
This play is about a king named Oedipus. A prophecy
is released and this prophecy states that Oedopus
will kill his father and marry his mother (different
times!). In the beginning Oedipus is married to a
woman named Jocasta and they have four children
and the prophecy was said to be nonsense. However,
this prophecy becomes true as, his father, an old
beggar man, is slayed by Oedipus and through
a series of events, it is revealed Jocasta is in fact
Oedipus’s mum (I know, I know, but what a plot
twist!). The story then takes a dark turn as, upon this
news, Jocasta (now Oedipus’s mum) hangs herself.

Why was the play good?
From beginning to end this play was engaging,
using spine-tingling music and setting the story in a
modern, more relatable, world. The storytelling was
really clear, despite the complicated plot, and it was
quite edgy, always keeping the audience peeking out,
in horror, from behind their hands.

“

Some of you may not think you
enjoy reading, however, what may
entice you are the prizes, and this
will open your eyes to the joy of
reading.
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Politics Doesn’t Affect Me, Right?
Wrong!

By Olly Woolley

Every General Election, before and after, it becomes apparent that an
outstanding amount of people do not understand how our democracy works.
This article will hopefully slightly change that, or at least clear up a few
common misconceptions.
The Monarch’s role:
We live under a parliamentary democracy. A
democracy is a system of government in which all
people have a say, in some form, in how the country
is run. As I’m sure you know, we, of course, have a
Queen as figurehead of State. However, the power
that the monarchy now holds is purely ceremonial
(or for show). Over centuries, we have found ways
to integrate the monarch into the actual, functioning
system.

slowly trickle in, the first party to reach 326 seats,
which would give them a majority in the House of
Commons, wins. They then may ask the Queen for
permission to form a government the next morning.
If no one individual party wins 326 seats, then the
party with the most seats can combine, or make
an agreement with another party, to make up at

General Elections:
In Parliament, there are 650 seats. Each seat
represents an area of land in the UK containing
around 80,000 people; what is known as a
constituency. A General Election is when the people
in every constituency across the entire country
(except one, more on that later) votes for who
they want to fill their seat in Parliament. General
Elections happen a minimum of, at least, every five
years. However, if two thirds of MPs (Members of
Parliament, or the people holding the seats) want
to force a General Election earlier (perhaps due
to a change in Prime Minister, or a monumental
political event like Brexit), then a ‘snap election’ is
called. The candidates for each constituency in a
General Election normally represent a political party.
Each political party represents different values and
policies.
How a party wins:
On Election night, after 10pm, when the results
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least 326 seats. Both parties then go into power in a
coalition government.
The House of Commons and The Speaker:
Inside The House of Commons, in between each
sides of the House, there is the largest and most
important seat. This seat is occupied by The Speaker.
The Speaker has the difficult task of keeping all
the members of the house in order. Without him/
her, there would probably be chaos. All members
of the House, when speaking, must address The
Speaker and not the person they are really talking
to or about. Now you would be sensible in thinking
that The Speaker should be a non-biased member of
The House, someone who is not affiliated with any
political party. Controversially, this is not the case.

The Speaker is an MP just like all the other members
of Parliament. They are part of a political party. The
only difference is that, during General Elections,
The Speaker’s seat is not contested. This means that
the people in The Speaker’s constituency are the one
constituency across the country that do not actually
take part in the democratic process. The parties in
opposition to the government sit to The Speaker’s left
and the parties in power sit to The Speaker’s right.
The Prime Minister:
The Prime Minister is the most powerful person
in Parliament, arguably in the whole country too.
They are the leader of the political party who has the
most seats in the House. They are the leader of the
government, also, although they are not the Head of
State like a President would be. Our Head of State is,
of course, the Queen.

of the Exchequer, who sets the budget for the
country. Furthermore, there is also the House of
Lords. However, that House has come under scrutiny
as it is not considered democratic (many of its
members hold their position because of their family
background). Just like the Queen, The House of
Lords is mainly ceremonial. I, for one, think we could
function without it.
Hopefully this article explained the basics of our
democracy. For a citizen of this nation, it is always
useful to understand what role you and others play
in our political system. Granted you don’t need to be
an expert, but a basic grasp would certainly not go by
the wayside.

There are furthermore aspects of our system, such
as the specific positions in government and their
alternative shadow positions that the opposition
takes up. Some include Home Secretary, who is
responsible for domestic matters, or the Chancellor

“

“

For a citizen of
this nation, it
is always useful
to understand
what role you
and others play
in our political
system.

SPOTLIGHT ON: Labour’s leadership contest.
Following a disastrous general election for the Labour
Party, in which the party won the lowest number of
seats in its history since 1935, Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn resigned. Corbyn was cited as one of the
main reasons Labour lost, as he frequently proved
to be unpopular with traditional Labour voters.
This triggered a Labour leadership contest, in which
candidates battle it out through several electoral
rounds to decide on a new leader. The process took
place for multiple months and was resolved on 4th
April. The long list of candidates had been whittled
down to just three: Rebecca Long-Baily (seen as
Corbyn’s natural successor), Lisa Nandy and Sir Keir
Starmer. Starmer was victorious, indicating a shift
in the party back towards the centre ground, from
the hard Left position it had occupied under Jeremy
Corbyn. As the successful candidate, Starmer is the
Leader of the Opposition against Boris Johnson’s
majority government. If Labour have made the
right choice, Starmer could one day become Prime
Minister...
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A Decade in Video Games
(2010-2020)
By Billy Watson and Jacob Grage

As Entertainment editors, we explore which games defined the last ten years…
5) FORZA HORIZON

4) FORTNITE

To start off our list, we have a game which really put
its pedal to the metal creating a new opening for a
different type of game. The first instalment of the
Forza Horizon series was introduced in 2012, right
at the beginning of the decade. With the first Forza
Horizon game, Microsoft shared a fresh perspective
on car games, by opening a world full of possibilities
in a free roam simulator. Being free to just drive
around all day was exciting, but the races that they
kept from the old game truly kept some OG Forza
feels.

For more of a recent one, Fortnite has been a game
that has blown up over the past three years with
over 70 million players per month. This free-to-play
Battle Royale game mode is a 100-player shooting
game, with building abilities and a purple storm
pushing players into each other. The game has clearly
been a success as it made $2.4 billion in 2018 alone.
Also, with the restart of the game (Chapter 2), it has
brought back a lot of old players and brought in a
lot of newer players to keep things fresh. While it
may not be an old game, this one has defined the last
three years of gaming.

“

This game is certainly a very
controversial one, and maybe
not one for the parents, however
nothing has influenced modern
gaming like this pick.

“
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3) CALL OF DUTY

2019 earning Mojang (now owned by Microsoft) a
whopping 1.65 billion dollars. Now, it is monthly
played by an average of 112 million people and is
still expanding with the Nether Update around the
corner.
1) GRAND THEFT AUTO V

Call of Duty, a game which has been around since
2003, started to become popular around November
2010, so we will go from there. By this point, six
instalments of the game had been made and 2010
was the entrance to Black Ops. All the Call of Duty
games were first-person shooters and were based
around World War 2, but it then expanded into other
themes. This series has sold over 250 million copies,
which has earned Activision over 15 billion dollars.
There are now sixteen games in the series, and they
are still pumping out games every year, so expect
some hyper realistic warfare in the future.
2) MINECRAFT

Minecraft is a sandbox survival created by Markus
Persson which was fully released in 2011 by Mojang.
It is a game full of creativity as you can build
whatever you want, out of any type of material,
anywhere in the world. It has several biomes
including deserts, grasslands, swamps and extreme
mountains generated randomly in your worlds. They
also released a creative mode in June 2011 allowing
you to get any type of block from an inventory of
every item in the game, which you could not do
in the survival mode. Through the years, more
Minecraft players started downloading the game,
which led to 180 million copies purchased by late

This game is certainly a very controversial one, and
maybe not one for the parents, however nothing has
influenced modern gaming like this pick. Whether
you want to lead a long story narrative as the main
three characters, Micheal, Franklin and Trevor, or
to free roam around Los Santos, visiting various
different people and points of interest as your own
self-made character in GTA online, the options are
limitless (if often illegal!). GTA online contains a
game service to this day, which furthers the game
through business like arcades,hangers,facilities,bunk
ers and nightclubs. Los Santos and GTA V are really
cities that never sleep. First released an amazing
seven years ago in 2013, with GTA online released in
2017, players are still flocking to the game, making
this one of the most profitable games on the market
still to this day.
Thank you for reading our list; do you agree with our
choices? Or disagree? Let us know if you think we
missed out a biggie!
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Proud to be ME

Proud to be ME - What it
Means to be LGBTQ+
By Jamie Sanderson

As a person who identifies as a member of the LGBTQ+ community, I have
certainly had my fair share of experiences and difficulties.
I hope to educate the wider community about what it means to be part of this
great bunch of diverse people, one newspaper article at a time.

I’ve come out plenty of times, as many different
things, and the results have been varied. Mainly, I
have experienced positive reactions but there are
always a few negative outcomes, especially when it
comes to uneducated and ignorant teenagers. I think,
and many of my friends with similar experiences
also agree, that coming out as trans is one of the
more difficult things to come out as. This is for
many reasons including fear of non-acceptance,
internalised transphobia, and the feeling that you are
then putting yourself at constant risk in public and at
home, as being trans isn’t always accepted by society.

they sometimes don’t conform to the typical gender
norms, that people expect from someone who is
male or female. This means they find it difficult and
stressful, just to exist as a true version of themselves.
I feel I can relate to this too, though my coming out
was a lot smoother, and I felt more accepted, than in
other people’s circumstances.

Many of the people I spoke to said that they often
found themselves having to justify their existence,
often to people they didn’t even know, just because

Acceptance and understanding from peers in school
also plays a big part in anyone’s trans experience.
This is because you are around these people for more
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Existing as your true self in school is also a struggle
for many, as some schools are under-educated about
the trans community and what steps they need to
take to support students when they come out.

than six hours a day and it can become very difficult
to feel happy and safe in the school environment, if
peers are not understanding.
Something that I think many people do not realise
is how difficult coming out is, especially if you are
not sure of the reaction you are going to get from
the person you are telling. We hope that, in this day
and age, people should be more accepting of the
LGBTQ+ community but this is not always the case,
especially with older generations.
In conclusion, always try and be there for someone
and be supportive of them, even if you don’t fully
understand them, as it can make their whole life just
a little bit happier and easier if they know they have
support from at least one person. Protect trans kids.
It saves lives.

For further support with matters relating to
LGBTQ+, please contact Leicester LGBTQ+
Centre, 15 Wellington Street, LE1 6HH, 0116 254
7412

“

Acceptance and
understanding from peers
in school also plays a big
part in anyone’s trans
experience.

“
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2020: 140 Years of Lutterworth
College
By Heather Elliott

Lutterworth College has a long, proud history as an educational institution.
Today, in 2020, the school has been open for 140 years and now has over a
thousand students in years 7–13. This progress wouldn’t have been possible
without ‘the sense of history and culture’ students and faculties benefit from,
and which Mr Summers, our Headteacher, enthusiastically identified.
Back in 1880, when Lutterworth College was
founded, school was a very different place. Desks
and chairs were bolted down onto a tiered floor so
the teacher could always see every student, making
it difficult to sneak that piece of chewing gum into
your mouth. Work was written on slates then wiped
away regularly, saving money and the coal-blasted
environment, and the most science you did was
observing a rock or a seed…riveting!
Then there was probably the most interesting and
controversial aspect of Victorian schools: corporal
punishment. Being caned doesn’t sound like much
fun, and, in comparison to other cases of physical
assault for behavioural correction in history, it’s clear
to see why it’s no longer practised. However, there
are forms of punishment from 1880 that we still see
today in some schools. These include writing lines,
where, in the past, teachers thought writing “I will
not misbehave.” over and over would actually correct
behaviour.
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There is no proof Lutterworth College ever caned
their pupils or forced them to write lines, however,
there are records from later in the school’s history
of behaviour issues. In 1951 a log book was kept by
the Headteacher. Written in it, on October 24th, is a
record of a staff meeting where they discuss ‘problem
children’ including several names of students being
sent to see the Headmaster. Mr Nick Summers,

Despite schools needing these students to stay
open, Lutterworth College also wouldn’t be possible
without both the present day and past teaching
staff. For example, in a logbook from 1905-1930,
the records of an acting Headmaster were found.
He worked during the war from 1914-1917 teaching
Latin, French, English and History. To have such a
‘real depth of history’ at Lutterworth gives pride to
the students and faculties, which is why Mr Summers
has ‘tried to make a really big deal of it’. It’s important
to ‘anchor the school in the history’ so that future
generations feel linked to the ‘hundreds, thousands,
of students before them, in the same hallways, on the
same site.’
140 years means a lot to the school. The walls
throughout the Laurels, S and R blocks are filled with
pictures of past students and faculties, people who
have devoted time to the school through sports or
academics. The website celebrates the richness of the
school, and annual events, such as The Remembrance
ceremony that takes place in the bus lanes, celebrate
the history and culture of Lutterworth College. Mr
Summers believes that it is ‘only when you reflect
back on some of the things that have happened
before, that you get a real sense of history here.’ So,
this year especially, celebrating our heritage will
become an important part of school life.
To celebrate 140 years of Lutterworth College, we
have a show to look forward to, when we return
to school! The Music and Dance departments are
working on a show themed around the school’s
history. Not much else was disclosed on this show
as it’s only in the early development stages, but will
certainly add to the rich culture of theatre seen
at Lutterworth already, so watch this space! A lot
of the current events, which we hope to continue
with after lockdown, will be themed around the
milestone that the school has reached, according to
Mr Summers, for instance, ‘our Sports Day event

in July, our Commemoration event in July and our
Remembrance Day.’
Furthermore, Mr Summers was excited to reveal
that ‘we might get our Year 7 to dress up in historical
Sports Day outfits or try some of the sports that
were here a long time ago.’ Finally, my personal
favourite thing that may happen to celebrate 140
years is a compilation of stories about the men who
lost their lives in both World Wars after attending
Lutterworth College. As Mr Summers reminded us,
‘we’re only guardians or keepers of this school for
a very short time,’ and, whilst here, we must reflect
on our history and culture, to learn from the past.

“

Mr Summers
reminded us,
‘we’re only
guardians or
keepers of this
school for a very
short time,’ and,
whilst here, we
must reflect on
our history and
culture, to learn
from the past.

“

the current Headmaster at Lutterworth College, is
fascinated with these records. When asked how he
thought the current students of Lutterworth would
cope with school in 1880 he explained that ‘we may
have had a few more in our Headteacher’s log book’
but that ‘99.9% of our students are very well behaved’.
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The Premier League: The
Strangest Season so Far
By Lucy McDonagh

Welcome to another article folks, from me, your Features Editor! As I write,
we are in a very strange position with the Premier League, where Liverpool
could be handed the win, as the country navigates its way through coronavirus
lockdown. Some would say even worse than that, the whole season could be
null and void. More positively, many teams are keen to play the remaining
fixtures after lockdown ends and finish the season in the traditional, albeit
belated, way. So, the burning question is: have Liverpool done enough to
warrant the win in these strange times? Here are the top three teams, whose
performance we need to look at:

Leicester City

defeated ivory tower. If Liverpool win the league, it
would be their first League victory since 1989/90.
One of the most expensive players that Liverpool has
is Mohamed Salah, who earns £10,400,000 annually!
This is tons more than paramedics and they save lives
for a living! He must have a golden right foot!

First, let’s find out about what makes Liverpool (of
all the teams out there) top of the league and if there
is any way of justifying them walking home with the
trophy right now.

Manchester City:

Liverpool
Manchester City

Liverpool:

•
•
•
•
•

Founded: 1892
Founded by: John Houlding
Manager: Jürgen Klopp
Number of players: 44
Number of points: 82

What are the chances of Liverpool wining the Premier League?
The chances of Liverpool winning the league, in
ordinary circumstances, were looking good, as they
currently occupy a strong position, in their yet to be
15

•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded: 1880
Founded by: William Beastow, Thomas Goodbehere, Anna Connell and Arthur Connell
Established as Man City: 1894
Manager: Pep Guardiola
Number of players:28
Number of points:57

What are the chances of Manchester City winning
the league?
The chances of Manchester City (Man City), as
they stand, winning the league are not as high as

Liverpool’s admittedly, because they are not so
cohesive as a team. However, they are higher than
Leicester’s current position considering how many
games Leicester have lost. For now, Man City are in
a fairly positive position too, but are not operating
quite at the heady heights of their recent leaguewinning form. Having said this, it would be within
their ability to recreate their former glory, so they
may be a little peeved at Liverpool being given the
win, scot free!

Leicester City:

opposition then they could have stood a chance at
winning, if they put their minds to it. Their real goal
needs to be to concentrate in training, put effort into
their games, and listen to feedback being given after
a training session, as it is these core skills which built
the league winners of 2015/16. Die-hard Leicester fans would be confident they could do this and
would certainly have something to say if they were
not given the chance to try!
A Supporter’s Point of view by Olivia McDonagh:
It’s nice to look back and remember a time when
we could enjoy the crowds at a football match,
panic free. Hopefully, this account will be a positive
reminder of the joy of live football we will discover
again.

•
•
•
•
•

Founded:1884
Founded by: Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha
Manager: Brendan Rodgers
Number of players:25
Number of points:53

What are the chances of Leicester winning the
league?
The chances of Leicester winning the league did
hang in the balance, even before coronavirus. If they
stopped letting themselves be pushed around by the

On the 8th of January, Leicester City played Aston
Villa at Leicester’s home ground, King Power
Stadium. When Villa came out, all of their fans
were cheering for them. That wasn’t particularly
impressive, but when Leicester came out, my word, it
was louder.
My favourite player is Cagar Soyunchu and he’s a
Centre Back. The skills that he has are tremendous
and he is always calm compared to the others. He
is the one and only player I will always look up to. I
play football myself and aspire to have his expertise.
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About the players and who played:
Marc Albrighton is a brilliant Centre Midfielder.
Perez was substituted and Albrighton came on. As
soon as Albrighton started playing, he managed to
get us back on the right track because he passed the
ball to Kelechi Ihenacho and then Kelechi scored to
equalize. The crowd went wild. When the fans sat
down, they started singing, ‘Kelechi Ihenacho, he’s
magic you know…’. It was now 1-1.
Jamie Vardy played the whole game, and, as always,
was a superstar on the field. The fans sang ‘Jamie
Vardy’s having a party…’. I like Jamie because he is
the top goal scorer for Leicester City.
Kasper Schmeichel is Leicester’s best goalkeeper. He
does some spectacular saves to keep Leicester second
in the league. He has a dad called Peter Schmeichel
and he used to play for Leicester, but then moved to
Manchester United and played for them. I don’t like
Manchester United because they are fifth in league.
My cousin, Harrison, supports Man U. I have always
said that Kasper is the better player out of the father
and son.
Ben Chillwell is an asset as well, because he crosses
the ball to Perez at the back so they can have a
chance at scoring. It won’t always work, but, as I keep
saying to my team, ‘When there’s a chance, then take
a shot; even if you’re outside the box or down the
wing, just take a shot because the more shots you
take, the more chance you have at scoring.’ I think
that’s the problem with Chillwell. He also needs to go
into the box to call for the ball.
About the referee and the linesmen/women:
The referee that was monitoring the game was called
Chris and let me tell you now: he was rubbish! He
gave a yellow card to Jamie Vardy because he went
in for a hard tackle. He also gave Soyunchu a yellow
card for pushing, yet the ref could clearly see that the
Aston Villa player was winding Soyunchu’s up.
The ref gave most of the fouls that Leicester made to
Villa, but only a few that Villa did to Leicester. What
a cheat!
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Both lines people seemed competent for the first
half, but, during the second half, they were appalling.
They did lift up the flag, but the ref didn’t look at
them. Whenever the ref didn’t look at the flag, or
there was a Leicester player injured on the floor, I
shouted, ‘You should have gone to Specsavers!’.
In my opinion, the officials left a lot to be desired.
In conclusion, I think it was a middling game, but it
was ever so clear that Leicester should have won the
game altogether.

“

The referee
that was
monitoring
the game was
called Chris
and let me tell
you now: he
was rubbish!

Philosophy With Keller (the Other
One!)
By Albert Johannes Keller

The perception of life is a basic concept: what can one conceive of as being
‘normal’, in an everyday life, amongst the teeming civilisation of humanity?
To believe something as being normal in life, you
perceive it as being something that you find natural.
For example, in order to be used to something, you
must have seen it, or done it before enough, for your
brain to recognise that as something natural and
understand its essentiality.
However, whilst prescribing the normal as
being natural and understood, this can lead to
misunderstandings. For example, the concept of

some words in the dictionary is confused by them
looking the same as what you know to be ‘natural’,
but offering a completely new meaning.
When considering this topic, there also comes the
unreliability of how you may perceive the world
around you. You may sometimes see a certain type of
person and assume their nature compared to others,
or what you consider to be ‘natural’ or ‘normal’,
and put them in a category of people. This may be
different to who they really are, based as it is on your
assumption of what is natural or normal.

This whole perception and description of life we
are working with here, can seem complex, but it is
fairly simple to understand. For example, whenever
you wake up in the morning and do things in an
order day by day, you begin to get familiar with the
pattern and assume it as a routine for you to follow
whenever you wake up the next day. This constitutes
our perception of life and what is ‘normal’ or ‘natural’
for us.
Therefore, it stands to reason that, with each

personality, we all see the world differently, like
animals do. This can be evidenced by how you act
towards opportunities and other people around you;
it is evident with how you make choices and answer
questions. When considering a perception of life
based on what is ‘natural’ or ‘normal’ then, there are
no two peoples’ perceptions that are truly the same.
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The 2020 Movies To Look
Out For
By Jacob Grage

What movies are you into? Comedy? Horror? Adventure? Action? Whatever
you like, you should be able to find a suitable morsel to whet your appetite,
from these six blockbusters that you should hopefully look out for in 2020!
Bill & Ted Face the Music

Ghostbusters is back and better than ever! Whether
you’re an occasional viewer of the series or an
absolute superfan of Ghostbusters, this film is for
you! In Ghostbusters: Afterlife, a single mother
and her two kids arrive in a small town, where they
begin to discover their connection to the original
Ghostbusters and the secret legacy their grandfather
left behind. A fantastic film series and hopefully, this
entry doesn’t disappoint! The film stars McKenna
Grace, Carrie Coon, Finn Wolfhard and Paul Rudd,
but with its cameos from the original films, this is not
one to be missed.

This film series has been going on forever (since
1989 to be exact) and they are back, thirty years
later, with the third film of the series. The story
revolves around our heroes, Bill and Ted, who, after
previously being told to save the universe in a timetravelling adventure, now find themselves as middleaged dads trying to make a hit song to fulfill their
destiny. Keanu Reeves and Alex Winter reprise their
roles and this is one you can watch with the parents,
who will lovingly (or annoyingly) recount their first
experiences of the rocker duo. One to look out for
indeed!

Black Widow

Ghostbusters: Afterlife
Another film from Disney and Marvel Studios,
Black Widow refers to the heroine who is part of the
Avengers and died in Avengers: Endgame (spoiler
alert!). This is a spin-off and will be supposedly the
last film with Natasha Romanoff in (so a reason to
watch, if she’s your fave!). This is a film about the
quests she was given between Captain America: Civil
War and Avengers: Infinity War. Starring a stellar cast
of Scarlett Johansson, Florence Pugh and (rumored)
Robert Downey Jr, even for those who don’t like the
Marvel Comic Universe, this should be an interesting
character study!
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Tenet

The sequel to the first Top Gun, and our third nod
to the 80 in this list (Stranger Things has a lot to
answer for!) Top Gun: Maverick centres again on
Pete ‘Maverick’ Mitchell. He’s had thirty years of
service as one of the Navy’s top aviators, performing
those ridiculous stunts as a courageous test pilot
and dodging climbing the ranks, that would clip his
wings. This is an action drama film coming out midJuly, lockdown dependent, with Tom Cruise as the
leading actor alongside Jennifer Connelly and Manny
Jacinto. If you were into the old Top Gun, I do
recommend seeing this one – it probably won’t offer
a lot of new ideas but if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!

The first of its kind, the film Tenet is the next mindbending offering from Christopher Nolan, the
director who gave us Inception. This is an action
epic revolving around international espionage, time
travel and evolution, but covers such massive ideas
(like trying to prevent World War 3 through time
travel and rebirth), it’s best to see it, rather than
rely on reviews. This one is expected near mid-July,
lockdown dependent, and brings Robert Pattison
back to our multiplex screens, after his ‘artsy’ fare of
the last few years. If you’re up for a bit of a change
and a film you can think about afterwards, you
should put this one in your diary and call your mates,
as Nolan always draws the punters in, so they can
argue endlessly, after the event, about what the film
actually means!

Top Gun: Maverick

“

The Spongebob Movie: Sponge on the Run

The third film in the series, this Spongebob film is a
family favourite and is about Spongebob’s snail, Gary.
The poor thing is snail-napped and he and Patrick
embark on an epic adventure to The Lost City of the
Atlantic to bring Gary home. With voice actors you
will recognise from the series, this will go down as
a hoot of a film. It will be coming out near the end
the beginning of August, lockdown dependent, so, if
you are up for a classic, this is a must watch – you’re
never too old for Spongebob!

If you’re up for a bit of a
change and a film you can think
about afterwards, you should put
this in your diary
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Our Short Story Special
Edited by Mr Eason and Mrs Bennett

The Hill People
By Alex Nielson

Today was an ordinary day for Griff. Well, as normal
as a Chaelchon’s life gets. They are a race of dwarvenlike creatures that are no taller than the top of your
ankle. Most of them have quite a thick body, small
head and the men have long, hairy beards that are cut
only once a blue moon and are slipped inside a belt.
Griff on the other hand, was shaven, slightly smaller
than usual and loved to explore. His tribe live under
The Hill of Tara and worship the Wishing Tree that
gives magic to the whole of Ireland. However, there
was one strict rule. DO NOT GO NEAR HUMANS.
They are greedy people who would want all of the
magic for their own uses, and it has stayed that way
for centuries. Except for this otherwise normal day.
As the sun sat on the highest point of the sky, it
illuminated the great, grassy Hill of Tara, spilling
light over the outside but never touching the caverns
of the Chaelchon tribe. The great Wishing Tree, is the
sun of the under places. However, beauty could never
describe the actions of humans. The things they did
to the Chaelchon are unspeakable. That is why the
rule was put into place. The first and last race that the
Chaelchon hate and are scared of.
Except this day was not normal, after all. The human
came this day. The human that found The Crystal
and their home. One second everything was peaceful
in the cavern, the next, the ground imploded in.
Mud and pebbles sprayed everywhere showering
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the tables in thick layers of browns and greys. It was
pandemonium. Chaelchon were running here and
there, a younger one known as Shriek was screaming
an ear-splitting note. That was when Griff noticed
it. A lump of something curled up on the floor. But
this was bigger than a pigeon, bigger than a squirrel
and even bigger than those large barking things.
Nevertheless, Griff being Griff was not panicking; he
was over by the thing that was creating a commotion.
He did not poke it. He did not shout at it. He just sat
on it and waited.
It did have a name. It’s name was Eliza and she was
most definitely a human the last time she checked.
She had long, messy brown hair, brilliant blue eyes
and was thirteen years old. She definitely did not
know she would fall when she stood on the stump.
When she finally came around, she saw the weirdest
little creature sat on her stomach. Loud is nothing
compared to the siren-worthy scream that came out
of her mouth. She stood up as quick as she could and
brushed off the dirt of her old jumper. As she did
that, she swore that she heard the thing saying ‘ouch’
as it got up as well.
‘W-What are you?’ she whispered to the darkness.
As more and more appeared, Griff just replied, ‘Are
you human?’

The Last Day on Planet Earth
By Harrison Collis

March 21st 2100
Thirty years and one day till the end of the world. So,
as I said, when my family died, I moved. Well, sort of.
I moved in to my next-door neighbour’s house. Then
the same thing happened to them! It was as if I was
a plague because, the next time I moved house, they
would just die. This carried on for many years, until
I was eighteen and I could leave home. Then I found
it was not me; it was the air. And it was turning into
poison for them, but not for me because, apparently
at the age of four, I could not breathe oxygen. I had
a ventilator machine and my body must have slowly
adapted to the new world. Well, that is what I hope or
I am probably dead and none of this is true.

I have just woken up and the strangest thing is happening. I can see a human. I think. Wait, it is walking
towards me. I am so excited, it has been years since I
have seen someone…

“

Thirty years
and one day
till the end of
the world.

“

My name is Jake, Jake Morris, and I am, or I think
I am, the last person on Earth. I am thirty-three
and I am tall, and dumb… Very dumb only because
there is no one to love or teach me, but that has
never stopped little old me. I live in what was called
London. Currently, London is on fire and dead
bodies are rotting on the ground. You are probably
wondering why London is on fire. So it started as any
other day; I was with my family and then day-by-day
people started to lose their hair. Then their muscles
withered away and then they coughed up phlegm.
Then, soon as you know, they are dead and ready
to rot away. When that happened, I was just a little
three-year-old boy in the year 2100.

March 21st 2130
One more day to go. I am very hungry, my hair is
growing hard like metal wires and I feel like I should
be sick. Anyway, London has changed again. But this
time I will just say it looks like lots of volcanoes are
about to erupt, and I know this because in lots of
other places the same thing happened, and destroyed
the place. I have never personally witnessed this, but
I have seen this once on live TV, when people used to
have fun. I should probably say this now, I think I am
about to fall over and faint. Wait, I have just realised
that I have been writing alone for a long time and no
one will read this ever again. Well, that is sad…
One hour later
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Mental Health: How Does it
Affect You?

By Molly McDermott

If you were to ask a random sample of people, “What is mental health?”, the
answer would be different from person to person. Some think of it negatively
- usually skipping straight to mental health disorders such as anxiety - and
others have more of a complex understanding. But what many people don’t
think about is how mental health can affect someone in their day to day lives.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Headaches
Low energy
Nausea
Tense muscles
Insomnia
Frequent colds and infections

Furthermore, long term stress is often linked with
depression and anxiety. Stress is usually a factor
for everyone in schools, to some degree, as a large
proportion are preparing for GCSE or A Level exams.
Moreover, everyone feels the pressure of homework
(and may leave it to the last minute, exacerbating the
potential for stress). This has been thrown into sharp
relief with our current situation, where everything is
homework!
However, there are people that do struggle with
mental health disorders. For example, I struggle a
lot with anxiety. I find simple things like talking to a
teacher challenging and getting something wrong is
my worst nightmare. I overthink everything and can
ponder on the smallest, most insignificant moment
for hours, terrified I did something awkward or
embarrassing. I know that school causes me more
anxiety than possibly anything ever has - and I know
I’m not alone in saying this.
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But there are ways to make life easier for yourself,
and to remove at least some of this stress we’re
seemingly all affected by. According to the NHS, the
best ways to control stress are:

“

I know that
school causes
me more anxiety
than possibly
anything ever
has - and I know
I’m not alone in
saying this.

“

Once again, you may assume that your mental health
would have to be rather bad or severe to affect you
on a daily basis - but it doesn’t. Even an incredibly
relaxed person can be affected when they get stressed
about something. Stress can often lead to:

•

•
•
•
•
•

Be as positive as possible – this may include
practical steps such as writing down every day just
one thing, however small, that you are grateful for.
Accept there are some situations you cannot
control.
Exercise
Eat healthy and balanced meals
Get enough rest/sleep
Make time for hobbies

And, I would say that getting your homework done
is extremely important! So much weight is lifted off
your shoulders if you know you’ve done all your work
for the week or are completely ready for a test. Finally,
seek out social support. It seems we all feel stressed
at school and if you talk about how you feel to your
friends, you’re guaranteed to feel more supported and
uplifted, like you’re not alone. Because you aren’t.
I truly hoped you enjoyed, and found solace, in the
second article of my series concerning mental health.
Thank you for taking the time to read it, and I look
forward to catching up next time!

“

“

It seems we all feel stressed at
school and if you talk about
how you feel to your friends,
you’re guaranteed to feel
more supported and uplifted,
like you’re not alone. Because
you aren’t.
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